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The inspector was a charming man, so simpatico.

The politician was a charming 

man, so simpatico.

a mealymouthed politician

to play gooseberry



Pimp my vocab lesson: 
How do we sex up the teaching 
of lexis?



`

300,000

171,000 

30,000

2,000

What do these 

numbers 

represent?



`

300,000

171,000 

30,000

2,000

(no. of entries in the OED)

(no. of words in current use)

(no. of words a college-educated 

native speaker knows) 

(no. of words needed to survive in 

everyday conversation)



How many words 

do I know?



http://testyourvocab.com



http://testyourvocab.com

• Most native English adult speakers 

who have taken the test fall in the 

range 20,000–35,000 words. 

• And for foreign learners of English, 

we've found that the most common 

vocabulary size is from 2,500–9,000

words.



How many words should you 
know?

6,000 words: 90% of an ungraded text will 

be understood (one in every ten words will 

be new—a heavy learning burden)

10,000 words: 95% of an ungraded text will 

be understood (one in every twenty words 

will be new—far less demotivating)

Source: O’Keeffe et al. (2006: 32)



…be a 

word hunter.

If you want to be a wordsmith (a skillful user of 
words)…





Remembering a word: The keyword technique

“Serendipity” is a nice 

word, but I don’t think I’ll 

remember it! 



Some words, for some reason, are just hard to remember.

• číšník vs česnek 

• zkoušet 

Remembering a word: The keyword technique



Remembering a word: The keyword technique

česnek

číšník

sh

shoes

A waiter wears shoes.



Remembering a word: The keyword technique

Oh sh*t!
A surprise test?

Sounds like 

zkoušet !



Remembering a word: The keyword technique

“Serendipity” is a nice 

word, but I don’t think I’ll 

remember it! 

Serena Williams dips her hand 

in a pit full of tea—and finds 

gold! Serendipity !

Mnemonic device:



Remembering a word: The keyword technique

Task:

Using the keyword technique, invent an 

aide-memoire (mnemonic device) for the 

word: 

METICULOUS (“puntíčkářský” in Czech)

DISTRAINER (“exekutor” in Czech)



Remembering a word: The keyword technique

METICULOUS zní jako 

české slovo “meta” + 

anglické slovo “killers”

ti kdo jdou přes mrtvoly 

do cíle (do mety)

(ten kdo jde přes 

mrtvoly do cíle je svým 

způsobem také 

puntíčkářský)

DISTRAINER –

DIS+TRAINER

DIS připomíná destruction

TRAINER = trenér 

(trenér mě zničí stejně jako 

exekutor)



Name of Activity:  More than one meaning

Increasing your word power 

Task:

With a partner, come up with as many meanings of the word 

“wing” as you can.



• She works in the pediatric wing of the hospital.

• The team winged to Moscow for the finals.

• The soldier was winged by a sniper.

• He’s a candidate from the liberal wing of the party.

• I didn’t know I’d had to make a speech—I just had to wing it.

• The boxer started to wing punches.

• I've lost my copy (only had it on minidisc), so if anyone out there has this track, 

then wing us one, will you?

More than one meaning

(Example sentences taken from the OED and Merriam-Webster)



Say it another way

• Encourage your students to make a wordlist similar to the one below.



• What’s a městys? (Discuss with a 

partner.)

Say it another way



Say it another way

1. bourg a. a usually small town that has the privilege of holding at 

stated times a public market 

2. hamlet b. a small, unimportant, and isolated town (regarded as 

typically dull or insignificant)

3. market town c. a town or village under the shadow of a castle

4. Podunk d. a very small town

5. townlet e. a small unimportant town on a railroad

6. whistle-stop f. a small settlement, generally one smaller than a village

Can you match the following terms with their definitions? 

(Definitions taken from the OED and Merriam-Webster)



Say it another way

1. bourg a town or village under the shadow of a castle

2. hamlet a small settlement, generally one smaller than a village

3. market town a usually small town that has the privilege of holding at 

stated times a public market 

4. Podunk a small, unimportant, and isolated town (regarded as 

typically dull or insignificant)

5. townlet a very small town

6. whistle-stop a small unimportant town on a railroad

Can you match the following terms with their definitions? 

(Definitions taken from the OED and Merriam-Webster)



Podunk

The word “podunk” is of Algonquian origin. It denoted both the Podunk people and marshy 

locations, particularly the people's winter village site on the border of present-day East 

Hartford and South Windsor, Connecticut. Podunk was first defined in an American 

national dictionary in 1934, as an imaginary small town considered typical of placid 

dullness and lack of contact with the progress of the world.

Usage • Folks who move to the big city from Podunk

• She lived in a Podunk town notable for nothing except the girls' school where she taught 

art

• I had something to prove here - people respected me in New York and it was a really hard 

concept to have to start all over in this little Podunk town - where the population's like, 

four.
(Example sentences taken from the OED and Merriam-Webster)



Say it another way

1. bourg a town or village under the shadow of a castle

2. hamlet a small settlement, generally one smaller than a village

3. market town a usually small town that has the privilege of holding at 

stated times a public market 

4. Podunk a small, unimportant, and isolated town (regarded as 

typically dull or insignificant)

5. townlet a very small town

6. whistle-stop a small unimportant town on a railroad

Can you match the following terms with their definitions? 

(Definitions taken from the OED and Merriam-Webster)



Concept checking:

• Which of these terms can you use to describe 

Vranov nad Dyjí?

• Can you think of an example of a hamlet? A 

townlet which isn’t a bourg? Any other bourgs in 

the Czech Republic?

• Which of these terms are pejorative/ have 

negative connotations?

Say it another way



Say it another way!

• It’s delicious!



Say it another way!

• It’s mouth-watering!



Say it another way!

• It’s scrumptious!  

(informal)



Say it another way!

• It’s ambrosial!  (literary)



A learner reports on a word they’ve recently learned. They 

talk about the meaning, spelling, pronunciation, word parts, 

etymology, collocates, and grammar of the word.

Activity: Word Detectives



xxx

Eye see you! Another costume change 

showcased two peepers as a bra and lips 

as a bottom (Shyam Dodge, Daily Mail)

Eye see you! Another costume change 

showcased two peepers as a bra and lips 

as a bottom (Shyam Dodge, Daily Mail)



Task: Tell your partner about a word you’ve recently learned.;;;

Task:

Tell your partner about a word 

you’ve recently learned.



New words for new times

1. pocket-dial (v)

2. butthurt (adj, n)

3. brain fart (n)

4. social justice warrior (n)

5. man crush (n)

6. air punch (n)

7. snackable (adj) 

These words are among the newest entries in the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Do you know what they mean?



1. pocket-dial (v)

These words are among the newest entries in the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Do you know what they mean?

New words for new times



2. butthurt (adj, n)

New words for new times

These words are among the newest entries in the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Do you know what they mean?



3. brain fart (n)

New words for new times

These words are among the newest entries in the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Do you know what they mean?



4. social justice warrior (n)

New words for new times

These words are among the newest entries in the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Do you know what they mean?



5. man crush (n)

New words for new times

These words are among the newest entries in the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Do you know what they mean?



6. air punch (n)

New words for new times

These words are among the newest entries in the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Do you know what they mean?



7. snackable (adj) 

New words for new times
These words are among the newest entries in the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Do you know what they mean?



New words for new times

1. pocket-dial (v)

2. butthurt (adj, n)

3. brain fart (n)

4. social justice warrior (n)

5. man crush (n)

6. air punch (n)

7. snackable (adj) 

Task:

In small groups, come up with a short story using these seven words.
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Other vocabulary activities

• Picture gallery

• Sensory vocabulary 

choices

• and many more!



Repeatedly coming back to words

ALWAYS revise words that have already been studied before

• 25 minutes later

• 10 hours later

• the next day

• a week later

• a month later



“The limits of my language 

are the limits of my 

universe.”
Johan Wolfgang von Goethe



``

Thank you very much!

Louel Ross Calleja

Louelross_84@yahoo.com`


